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Hall Ticket Number:

INSTRUCTIONS

i' (a) Write your Hall Ticket Number in the above box AND on the OMR Sheet.

(b) Fill in the OMR sheet, the Booklet Code C given above at the top left corner
of this sheet. Candidates should also read and follow the other instructions
given in the OMR sheet.

2. All answers should be marked clearly in the oMR answer sheet only.

3' This objective type test has two parts: Part A with 25 questions and Part B with 50
questions. Please make sure that all the questions axe clea,rly printed in your paper.

4. Every correct answer carries 1 (one) mark and for every wrong answerg.JJmark
will be deducted.

5- Do not use any other paper, envelope etc for writing or doing rough work. AII the
rough work should be done in your qumtion paper or on the sheets provided with
the question paper at the end.

6. During the examination, anyone found indulging in copying or have any discussions
will be asked to leave the examination hall.

7. Use of non-prograrnmable calculator and log-tables is allowed.

8. Use of mobile phone is NOT allowed inside the hali.

9. Submit both the question paper and the OMR sheet to the invigilator before leaving
the examination hall.
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Part A
A test has 50 questions. A student
scores 1 mark for a correct answer. I
for a wrong answer, and I for not at1
tempting a question; If the net score
of a student is 32, the number of ques-
tions answered wrongly by that stu-
dent cannot be less than

A.6
B. 12

U.J
D.9

Questions 2 - 4 are based on the
following information so read it
carefully to answer the questionS.
Eleven students A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, and K are seated in the first
row of a class facing the teacher. D
who is to the immediate left of F is
second to the right of C. A is second
to the right of E who is at one of the
ends. J is the immediate neighbour of
A and B and third to the left of G. H
is to the immediate left of D and third
to the right of I.

Who is sitting in the middle of the
row?

A.C
B. I
C.B
D.G

3. Which of the following sequence
people is sitting to the right of G?

A. IBJA

B. ICHDF

C. CHDF

1

D. CHDE

Which of the following statements is
true in the context of the above sitting
arrangement?

A. There are three students sitting
between D and G

B. G and C are neighbours sitting to
the immediate right of H

C. B is sitting between J and I
D. K is between A and J

Krishna wrote a phone number on a
note that he later lost. Krishna can
remember that the number had 8 dig-
its, and the digit 1 appeared in the
first position and last three places and
0 did not appear at all. What is
the probability that the phone number
contains at least two distinct prime
digits?

A. 15/16

B. 13/16

c. 12116

D. 11/16

A cricketer's average in his first 18 in-
nings was 16.5 runs. After a further
8 innings his average had increased to
32.5 runs. What was his average for
the last 8 innings.

A. 120

B. 80.5

c. 68.5

D. 65.5

Three people Rohit (R), Sachin (S),
and Tejas (T) make the following
staternents about their ages:

4.1.

5.

6.2.

of

I.
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R: I am the eldest.
S: I am the eldest if and only if T is
not the youngest.
T: S is elder to me.
If one of thena is lying and the other
two are telling the truth, then the or-
der of R,S,T in decreasing order of
their ages is

A. RTS
B. RST
C. STR
D. SRT

Six points are marked on a piece of
paper with a pen in a random manner.
All pairs of points are now joined with
either a red line or a blue line. Then
which of the following are true:
(i) A red square has to be formed (ii)
A red triangle is formed (iii) A blue
triangle is formed

A. (i) only

B. (ii) only

C. (iii) only

D. either (ii) or (iii)

A watermelon weighs 500 gm. It turns
out that 99To of. the weight is due to
water in the watermelon. After the
watermelon was put in a drying room
for sometime, it turned out that it is
only 98% water by weight. What is
the weight of the watermelon now?

A. 495 em

B. 250 gm

C. 5gm.

D. 450 gm

2

A circle is inscribed in a square. A
small rectangle of size 8mt x 16crn is
placed as shown in the picture below.
The radius of the circle is

a. 40

B. 50

c. 24

D. 128

11. h how many different ways can the
lgtters of the word 'LEADING' be ar-
rurged in such a way that the vowels
are always placed next to each other ?

1.. 360

B. 480

J. 72A

). 5040

12. If you fold a nevispaper sheet 50 times
lnd if 10 million sheets are about a
urile thick, then the thickness of the
folded newspaper is found approxi-
rnately as

A. one million miles

B. 10 million miles

C. hundred million miles

D. one billion miles

13. llace four dice on the table and ar-
nge them so all four top numbers

10.

8.

9.

16cm
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are the sarne. Tirrn any two dice up
side down and add the top numbers.
What is the sum?

A. 10

B. 14

c. 16

D. cannot say

14. Which one of the following ten digit
number containing each digit once, so
that the number formed by the first n
digits is dit'isible bi' n for each ,.,alue
of n between I to l0 ?

A. 1234567890

B. 3,619,745,290

c. 3,9L6,547,290

D. 6231458790

15. A paper of size I x w(I > tr) is folded
in half along the longer dimension. It
is then folded in half along the other
dimension and a third time, along the
direction of the first fold. Whai are
the dimensions of the folded paper?

t. I"T
e.**?
c.$*t
o.i"t
Questions 16 - 17 are based on
the following information.
The people of Namor have a pecu_
liar number system. They use the
English alphabet for writing numbers.
Any letter with one straight line such
ffi 'D', 'B', etc. is used to represent
the number ,1,. Any letter with two
straight lines ('V,, 'T', etc.) represents
the number ,5'; any letter with three

3

straight lines (,A,, ,2,, etc.) repre_
sents '10' and finally letters with four
straight lines (,E,, ,W, etc.) stand for
'100.' Numbers are written as a se_
quence of letters from left to right. If
the value of a letter is less than ttrat
of the one on its right, then it is sub_
tracted from the larger one. If the val_
ues of a letter is equal to or greater
than the one on its right, nothing is
done. After doing all possible sub_
tractions, the resulting numbers are
added together. For example, the se.
quence,VANE' represents the number,e5 

[(10-5) + (100_10)].'

16. The word ,WANT,is 
equal to

A. 120

B. 115

c. 125

D. 35

17. Which of the following statements is
true?

A. MAZE = FALL

B. EAT: FEET

C. MAN: EVE

D. FLY = AT

18. A paper of size 21 x 30cm is made iato
a rectangular box with an open top
with walls 4cm in height. Excess pa_
per, if any, is cut and removed from
the sheet. The total surface area of
the open box (i.e., the area of its four
sides plus that of the base) is

A. 630 sqcm

B. 566 sqcm

C. 2520 sqcm

s- o1
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D. 416 sqcm

Questions 19 - 20 are based on
the following:
A program usesa plotting board in the
form of a Cartesian plane. The plot-
ting pen is controlled by the program

with following commands : RP - This
raises the pen, l,P -This lowers the pen

onto the board and will make a mark
if the pen is moved. The pen is moved

to location (", y) on the board with
cnmma.nd MP(x,y).

19. Which of the following series of com-
mands will cause a letter 'T' to be
drawn

A. RP,MP(o,o),LP,MP(0,20),MP(-
5,20),MP(5,20)

B. RP,MP(0,o),MP(0,20),MP(-
5,20),MP (5,20)

c. RP,MP(o,o),LP,MP(0,20),RP,MPc 22.

100,20),MP(100,20)

D. None of tluese

Assuming that the directions North,
South, East, West are aligned with
the axes of 'the board, and given

the following command sequence: RP,
MP(x,y), LP, MP(x,y*1), MP(x,
y+1), MP(x-ly), RP, MP(x,y). This
command sequence plots a figure that 23.

is

A. Closed on all sides

B. Open to i{orth

C. Open to South

D. Closed to the South

Two diagonaiJy opposite corner tiles
of a chessboard are cut and'thrown
away to give tlhe shape containing 62

4

squares shown in the figure below. In
how many different ways carr 3L rect-
angular pieces, eanh 2 squares in size

be placed on the incomplete chess-

board such that no part of the chess-

board is left uncovered and no two
rectangular pieces overlap?

A.0
B. 1

c. (';)
o. ('il lz
In a game, a fair die is tossed repeat-
edly until a '6' is obtained, to win.
The probability that a player needs 3
tosses to win is

A. 5/36

B. t25l2L6

c. 251216

D. L25l2r6

Think of any two digit prime number.
Write it down twice side by side to give
a 4 digit numbcr. The number of fac-
tors for the four digit number (exclud-
ing'1') is

A. 1

8.2
c.3
D. Varies with the prime number

originally selected

24.

2L,
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This question is about IPL. There are
eight teams and each team played 14
games in the league phase. A win
gives '2' points, a loss gives ,0' points
and there are no ties or draws.. Let
us define surn as the total num-
ber of points won by all the
teams. Which of the foilowing state-
rnents about srrnl ate true?

I. The sum is a constant independent
of the results of the individual
matches.

II. The szrn varies according to the
results of the individual matches.

III. The difference between the max-
imum and minimum values the
sun'L can take is exactiy equal to
the difference between the points
won by the top-ranked team and
the bottom-ranked team.

A. Only I
B. Only II
C. Only III
D. Only II and III

There are three envelopes on a table
and one of them contains a secret for-
mula. On the first envelope, it is writ-
ten, " The formula i,s not in here. It
i,s in Enuelope 2." On the second it is
written, "The forrnula is not in En-
aelope 1. It is in Enuelope 5,, . 0n
the third, it is written, ,,The 

forrnula
i,s not in here. It is in Enuelope 1.,,
If both the statements on one of the
envelopes are true; one statement is
true and one is false on another en-
velope; and, both the staternents are
wrong on the remaining one, where is
the formula?

A. In Envelope 1

B. In Envelope 2

C. In Envelope 3

D. In none of the envelopes.

Part B

26. Let g: tan-l ,;#;r+tun-l p$a3+
tan-r FTfo*, + .. . denote tftr-rurn
upto n terms, then y,(0) is

a _1
1+n2

B. -f;
c' dh
D. none of these

27. Find the value of the integral

llog(s) ex!E:1
Jo -Fas at

A. 3*zr

B. 4-tr

C. 2+r
D. None of these

28. If I z - | | : 2 then the ma;cimum
value of I z I is equal to ,where z is a
complex number

A.2+\/2
B. '/1+ t
c. r/5+ t
D.2

29, 2sinzx *6(2co"rr;:7 has

A. No real solution

B. Exactly one real solution

C. Finitely many real solutions

25.
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D. infinitely many real solutions

30. The differential equation (Ja2n2 +
by cos(r))dr * (2sin(z) - 4ag2)dg : g
is exact for

A. o:5,b:0
B. o:4,b:Z
C. a : B,b:2
D. &:0,b:1

31. 2's complement result of 0110.0010 *
1001.0110 is

A. +1.4375

B. +0.5

c. -0.5
D. -1.4375

32. For 0 < e ( n', the matrix

^ | cosl -sinT 1

^:lsind cosd I

A. has no real eigenvalue

B. is orthogonal

C. is symmetric

D. is skew symmetric

33. The AM and GM of the roots of the
foilowing polynomial is
F(r) : na -20*12 +64

A. 5,2\,12

B. 16,0

c. 0,2\/,
D. 0,2\R

34. The derivative of the integral 1 :r2sinr, ,z ..
Jsin2 c e" dt at tr : zr is

A.2
B. 1

6

c. -1
D. -2
Let Abe a n x n matrix which is both
Hermitian and unitary. Then

A. A2:I
B. A is real

C. The eigenvalues of ,4 are -1,0,1

D. The minimum and characteristic
polynomials are same

The determinant

a b aa*b
b c ba*c

aa*b 0+c 0

equai to zero if

A. o,b,c are in A.P
B. a,b,c are in G.P
C. a,b,c arc in H.P
D. none of the above

If p,q,r are three mutually perpen-
dicular vectors of the sarne magnitude
and if a vector r satisfies the equation
p x ((" - q) x p)+q x ((r - r) x q)+
r x ((r -p) x r) = 0, then the vector
ris

A. (i)k *q-2r)
B.(i)k+q*r)
c.(*(p+q+r)
o.(*(zp+q-r)
A number is chosen at random from
the numbers 1,2,. . . ,6n * B. Let A
and B be defined as follows:
A: number is divisible by 2, B: num-
ber is divisible by B then what is
P(An B) ?

35.

36.

37.
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a2n
D7t+it

B' #g
t^r 3n
-' 6n+3

D. none of the above

40.

The largest value of a third order de.
terminant whose elements are either
one or zero can be

A. 1

B.2
c.3
D. none of the above

Thesum L+?+S+$+...is
A.6
8.2
c.3
D.4
Suppose the binary representation of
an integer A is b^,b*-t,. . . , br, bo,

where each b; is either 0 or 1. The
integer A is divisible by 3 if and only
if

A. The sum of bo*br*.. .*b--r*b*
is divisible by 3

B. bs:|t-1
C. The alternating sum bo-br +b2-

.. .+ (-f )-b- is divisible by 3

D. The alternating sum b0-br*bz-
...+ (-1)-b- is 0

Using the same representation and
notation as in the previous question
(Q 41), a new integer B is created from
.4 such that b* in B is equal to br_1
in A, b^-1in B is equal to b^-2 in A
and so on with bo :0 in B. Then,

7

A. B is exactly half of .4

B. B is exactly half of .4

C. B depends on .4 but is always ei-
ther equal to or greater than .4

D. B:A-2 c

The solution of the differential equa-
tion

gAA'+ 4r:O,where u' :9"dr
represents a family of

A. Ellipses

B. Circles

C. Parabolas

D. Hyperbolas

Number of integral solutions to the
equation rA :15! is

4,. 4032

B. 8064

c. 2016

D. 1500

The empty relation / is

A. Asymmetric only

B. Symmetric, Antisymmetric but
not asymmetric

C. Symmetric, asymmetric bu not an-
tisymmetric

D. Symmetric, antisymmetric and
asymmetric

Let / : R -r R be given as /(c) =
n3+5n*1then

A. / is neither onto nor one-one

B. / is one-one but not onto

43.

44.

4L.

45.

42.

46.
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C. / is onto but not ons.one

D. / is one-one and onto

Consider the flow graph given
here and answer questions 47 -

47. Consider list A as 20,5,4,81,50,15. At
what position 56 is placed in list B

A.4
B.5
c.6
D.7

48. Which positions in list B are empty?

A. B [5]

B. B [6]

c. B[4
D. none of the above

49. The positions t, 2, 4,8, 16, 32 in list
B are non-empty only when?

A. when elements in list A are all in
ascending order

B. when elements in list A are par-
tially ordered

C. when elements in list A are in a
random order

D. when elements in list A are are all
in descending order

50.

f (*) : max{L-x,l+x,2},r € (-oo, oo),

Which one of the following is true
about the above function f(r)?
A. continuous at all points except

-_oJ,-Z

B. differentiable at all points

C. differentiable at all points except
at 0: 1 and r: -1

D. continuous at all points except
r : 1 and r - -1, where it is
discontinuous

51. Let f : (0, *) * R, and F(r) :
I; f $)dt if F(r2) : r2(r + r), then
f $):
A.i
8.7
c.4
D.2

49 ba^sed upon it.
Consider a list ol N

numbers, A[1], ... ,A[Nl
and another lisl B, hitially

empty

S- o?
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52. Let f (r): fi1tn"o

rrfrr+/(#) +...+rrffir
equals

A. 2009

8.ry
c. 2010

D.ry
53. A person speaks the truth 4 times out

of 5. He throws a die and speaks that
its a six. The probability that it is
actually a six is

54. The number of relations from A to B
where n(A): m, n(B): n is

A' 2*+n

B. 2^n

C. m*n
D. 2**n - n

55. If R, H are equivalence relations de-
fined on 

^9 then R U R is

A. reflexive, symmetric

B. reflexive, transitive

C. irreflexive, symmetric

D. transitive, symmetric

56. The set L has 3 elements, .B has four
elemenfs and C has b elements. The
ma>cimum number of elements in (Afl
C) uB is

57. Given the following statement where
the symbols -, V, A stand for nega-
tion, disjunction and conjunction
respectively:

(P n -Q 
^ 

R) v (-(e v -p)) v R.

The expression that is most equivalent
to it is

A.R
B.(-Q^P^R)
C. (-e v.R) 

^ 
(,P v n)

D.(-evn)^.P)
58. Let A be the set of all 3 x 3 symmet-

ric matrices whose entries can assume
values either 0 or 1. Of the nine en-
tries let five be 1 and four be 0, then
the number of matrices in A is

A. 12

8.9
c.6
D.3

59. The relationship between det(AB),
det(A) and det(B), is best given by
which of the following, where

A. det(AB) < det(A)det(B)

B. det(AB) > det(A).det(B)

I

A.3
B.5
c.7
D.9

A.i
8.3
c.3
D.$

^:lt-l: i],": l;; iri ]
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C. d'et(AB) : det(A)d,et(B) A. log3

D. cannot be computed B. log2

60. Let x be an eigenvector of. A, and y C' filog3
be an eigenvector of B, then which of D. fi log2
the following is true, given 

64. The value of the integral

A. x:L/y where mt'*n,(*,neZ)is

B. x:y A. o

C. y:L/x B. n
D.xcy C. t/2

61. The set of all points where the func- D' hr

tion/(r) - \84-"t isdifferentiable 6b. Given cota * tano : nt, andis (coso)-l - cos a: rlt then which of

A. (0, m) the following is true

B. (-m, m) A. rn(rnnz)tls - n(nmz)rlt : 1

C. (-*, oo) \ {0} B . m(m2n)r/3 - n(n"m)r/s : I
D. (-1, m) C. n(mnz)tlt - rn(nm2)tls : 1

62. which of the following gives values of D' n(nfn)t/t - m(n2m)r/s :1
the coefficients a and b for which the 66. consider the curves y :l r- I I and
function /(r) is continuous and has a U : B- | r l. The area of their inter_
derivative at rs, where section is given by

,,^,_f ,' if.x<-rs A. 1r\r')- \or+b ifz)rs B.z
A. a: fio,b: -r,o C. 3

B. o :2ro,b : -rt D. 4

f\ ^-^2 t-rr' a: 16,0: -fio 67. A computer scientist jotted down the
D. a : rotb: -xZ lengths of the sides of a right angled

triangle to be 11 units, 30 units, and
63. The value of the integral 81 units. A colleague looked at these

fo/A ot I't,ifJl'#** #.*j**m*'ff;,'*"n:;*1H'lJos

S- 0?
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4,2

69.

70.

Let p be the ratio of milk prices per
litre to brinjal prices per kilogram.
p : 3.0 during one year and in the
next year, it was 2.0. o is defined as
the ratio of the brinjal prices per kilo-
gram to milk prices per litre. Which
of the following statements is true?

A. The geometric mean of p is equal
to the reciprocal of the geometric
mean of o over the two years.

B. The arithmetic mean of p is equal
to the reciprocal of the arith-
metic mean of o over the two
years.

C. The arithmetic mean of p is equal
to the geometric mean of o over
the two years.

D. None of the above.

The bacterial count in a certain cu}-
ture increased from 1000 to 4000 in
three days. What is the average per-
centage increase in a day?

A. 100

B. 70.7

c. 58.7

D. 33.3

Consider a set of N samples, given by
fi1,r2,...,frN. Let di be the sum of
deviations w.r.t. ri arrd is defined as

it", -ri).rhen *ir, *
i=l t' j=L

A. Standard deviation

B. Sample Mean, X
C. Median

D.0

g : exp(-rzla) is a solution of the
differential equation

A. aaa" - a(u')z * 2y2 : g

B. aya" + a(a,)2 - 2u2 :0
C. Ua" - (y')t + 2ag2 - 0

D. aa" + (y'), -2ay2 : g

46 + (-98) using 10,s complement
method is

A. 48

B. 948

c. -52

D. 952

Consider the family of functions y :
xn,(n > 0). Apart from the fact that
they all coincide at (0,0), which of the
following is most appropriate

A. They meet at (1,1)

B. They meet at (t,t) and also at (-
1,1)

C. They meet at (-1,-1) and also at
(1,1)

D. They are all symmetric with re-
spect to y axis

Which of the following has the largest
number of real solutions, where i is
given by ,/1,a, b are constants.

[. g-(a+ta) :0

B. e-@+bc) :0
e, s-('2+i2) :0
D. _r2e*a(22+o) _ g

11

B.3
c.4
D.5

68.
7r.

72.

73.

74.
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75.

cos6r * 6 cos 4r * l1cos2r * L0

cosbc*5cos3r*10cosr

The above trigonometric expressicn is

more compactly written as

A. cos 2r

B.2cosz
C. cos2 r
D. 1 + cosr

12
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